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HEART*felt PHOTO BANNER  
Design by Janna Wilson 

 

Basic Supplies Needed: 

• Patterned Papers 

o Cream & white dots [Making Memories Noteworthy] 

o Cream script [Narratives by Karen Russell] 

o Black and white floral pattern [Foofala/Autumn Leaves] 

o News print or pages from dictionary or book—or text 

patterned papers 

• 8” Lace trim (2” in width) 

• (3) Black photo corners  

• Cream felt [Feltpro or Felt Craft Studio] 

• chipboard (a 12 x 12 piece is enough to do all three hearts) 

• manila folder  

• Ribbon: “Snapshots of a good life” [Narratives by Karen Russell]; 

black and white gingham (1/4” width); turquoise blue (1/2- 5/8” in 

width) 

• (8) assorted buttons to coordinate with your color scheme 

• Red and beige (oatmeal) colored felt, fabric or felted sweaters 

(we’ll talk lots more about this ☺) Pieces should be at least about 8 

x 8 inches. 

• A bit of green felt, felted sweater or silk flower leaves (2) 

• Jump rings & heart charm 

• (6) eyelets (I used the large Dritz eyelets found in sewing supplies) 

• Blue flowers [Prima] 

• Wire (I used 22 gauge- you can find this in the floral/craft 

department) 

• Pearls & crystal charms (find in the beading department) 

• PRINT the pdf patterns for hearts  

• PHOTOS: 2 x 3 inches; 2 x 2 inches; (3) 1 x 1 ½ inches 

 

• paper trimmer 

• good fabric scissors; fabric 
pinking shears; scalloped 
deco scissors and Cloud 
Paper Edgers (Fiskars) 

• needle and thread 

• Adhesives: foam adhesive, 
tape runner, hot glue gun or 
other strong fabric type glue 

• Staz On ink in black 

• Stamps – “family” & 
“”cherish” [Kimberly 
Poloson- “Words & Whimsy” 
stamps] 

• sewing machine and thread 
(red and cream/white) 

• 1/8" and ¼” circle hand punch 

• Wire cutters 

TOOLS REQUIRED: 

Font used is “Vintage 

Typewriter” downloaded 

from scrapvillage.com 
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Of course, if you are lucky and have some sweaters stashed in your closet…you will want to felt those FIRST.  

FUN! FUN! FUN!!   

• Print the heart pattern pdf for this project #2.  Cut two small hearts and one large heart from chipboard.  

This will be the base of the banner. 

• Now cut hearts from your felt, felted sweaters, paper or fabric of choice.  Use a strong adhesive to attach 

these hearts to your chipboard hearts.  (I used the Glue Glider—its basically a gigantic tape runner ☺) 

IMPORTANT TIP:  Keep in mind, if you are planning to stitch around your heart pieces, don’t place ADHESIVE 

along the edges of the hearts or your sewing 

machine is likely to get gummed up with sticky stuff!   

• Now, stitch around edges of each heart with 

machine.  I varied the stitch style on mine.  

It’s called a “happy accident” folks:  If you don’t 

sew as perfectly as you’d like—just get over it ☺ and 

pretend like you meant to sew around the heart 2-3 

times for artistic effect. LOL!! I love this look! 

Now lets work on the MIDDLE 

heart: 

1. Wrap the lace trim around the right side of the 
red heart and secure with tape (or even 
staples). 

What is a felted sweater? 

We’ve all done it…thrown a wool or wool blend sweater in the 
wash without checking the wash instructions, right?  Okay, 
really, I haven’t (only because I’m hot natured and don’t wear 
sweaters ☺)—but I know lots of people that have!  And thrown 
them away…yes, the nerve!!  When they could have created a 
wondermous craft like this with their folly!  Well, now we know 
better!   

The beauty of felted wool sweaters is that the fibers get all 
tangled up and don’t unravel when cut.  So there is lots of 
crafting potential with this material!  All you have to do to 
INTENTIONALLY felt (sometimes called “fulling”) a knitted wool 
sweater (at least 90% wool, cashmere, angora- or a 90% mix of 
animal fibers) is throw it in the wash, add a bit of detergent 
(laundry soap or Dawn) and wash on hot…AND DRY!  If you have 
a front loader…you might want to wash a couple of 
times…because the fibers don’t get agitated enough and 
condense quite as much as top loaders do.  Also, it’s best to 
throw in another piece of two of laundry or a tennis ball to 
agitate the fibers and make the felting most successful!  If all of 
this is just too intriguing…check out this site and prepare to be 
amazed:  www.betzwhite.com 

STEPS TO CREATE: 
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2. Back or mat the heart with script paper and cut around edges with Cloud Paper Edgers leaving a nice scalloped 
border. 

3. Cut three pieces of dictionary print paper with Cloud Paper Edgers in graduating heights from ½” to 1”  --attach 
these together and then adhere to the lower middle/right of heart. 

4. Add photo above and slightly overlapping top of scallops.  You can back photos with chipboard to make them a 
little more sturdy for this type of project. 

5. Finish embellishing with buttons, stamped word “Family”, printed quote, and flower accent.  Again, you can 
actually staple on the flower to attach securely.   

6. Add the button tied with ribbon to cover staple in flower.  Dangle charm from two jump rings looped into the 
ribbon tie. 

Let’s create the LEFT heart: 

• Back or mat the heart with brown and white dotted paper 
and trim around with pinking shears. 

• Trim words from ribbon and attach to upper left of heart.   

• Back photo with chipboard and add black photo corner to 
upper right hand corner.  Attach to heart off-centered to 
the right hand side. 

• Create the rose by coiling up sweater seams/scraps and 
stitch the back side to secure the swirl.  Mount the rose 
onto a small scalloped circle cut from dictionary print.   

• Cut two leaves from green sweater and then assemble the 
rose and leaves accent to the lower left of the photo.   

• Add a couple of buttons for good measure. 

 

BY DESIGN:  I added the buttons, not just for good measure, but to bring the blue over into this heart.  It helps to tie 
the design together to have the colors and elements repeat across the three pieces of the project. 

Are you feeling the love yet??  …on to the RIGHT heart: 

• Back or mat the heart with black and white floral paper 
and trim around with scallop scissors. 

• Cut V’s in both ends of a 4 ½ inch length of blue ribbon 
and attach to the lower center of the heart.   

• Add photos across the middle—I used foam adhesive on the 
center one to add some depth. 

• Cut a small heart from felt or sweater felt.  Place a 
button, then the heart, then a flower together and stitch 
through all three to attach the button.  Add to ribbon. 

• Stamp “CHERISH” onto script paper.  Position it so that 
the die cut edge is at the beginning of the word.  Add a 
tiny gem to the center of the die cut flower.  (You could 
use a punch to get this same effect.) 

• Print quote or wording on manila folder and add to upper 
left of heart.   

• Attach three buttons to upper right of photos. 
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Time to bind all this LOVE together: 

• Punch holes in top sides of each heart with hole punch (Crop A Dile or eyelet punch would definitely come in 
handy here if you have one).  You can add eyelets if you like to finish your punched holes. 

• String hearts with wire adding pearls/crystals/beads and making loops as you work.  A pair of wire cutters comes 
in handy to work with the wire.   
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